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B A C K G R O U N D

Drone Tracker is a comprehensive survey of commercial and recreational drone 

operators across New Zealand.

The objective of the survey was to build an in-depth picture of the state of New 

Zealand’s drone industry, focussing on the health of drone safety, business 

outlook and future UTM requirements.

Airshare’s database of 7,000 operators were invited via an email to take part and 

further responses were gathered via a social media campaign.

The survey ran for two weeks, closing on March 15, 2018. 

1,442 responses were received.

The survey is intended to become an ongoing monitor of the drone sector and a 

lighter version will be repeated at a later date.
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making your world possible 

2018 DRONE 
TRACKER 

60.34% 
of respondents are recreational 
operators, flying as a hobby or for 
fun.

40.66% 
of respondents are 
commercial 
operators, flying for 
a business purpose.
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P R O F I L E  O F  A  R E C R E A T I O N A L  O P E R A T O R
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95%

4%
1%

Gender

Male Female I'd prefer not to say

3%
9%

25%

23%

19%

13%

8%

Age

Under 18 years 18-24 years 25-34 years

35-44 years 45-54 years 55-64 years

65 years or older

882
recreational operators 
responded to the survey

»95% 

of respondents are male.

»48% 

are aged 25-44 years.
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4.28%

2.08%

31.13%

6.71%

6.48%

0.58%

2.43%

2.31%

3.94%

12.85%

1.85%

1.39%

1.16%

0.81%

13.77%

5.79%

2.43%

4.06%

27.96%

7.08%

8.12%

0.58%

2.67%

2.32%

4.29%

12.30%

2.32%

1.16%

1.51%

1.62%

13.57%

6.61%

3.83%

I am a tourist visiting New Zealand

Northland

Auckland

Waikato

Bay of Plenty

Gisborne

Hawkes Bay

Taranaki

Manawatu and Whanganui

Wellington

Tasman

Nelson

Marlborough

West Coast

Canterbury

Otago

Southland

In which region do you do most of your flying? Which region of New Zealand do you live in?» Auckland has the largest number of 
recreational drone operators, followed 

by Canterbury and Wellington.

» Auckland, Wellington and Canterbury are 
where most recreational flights are 
undertaken.
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44%

42%

8%

5%

0% 1%

Main purpose for flying 

Recreation or pleasure Photography or filming

Sports activities Drone racing

Education and research Other

» Most recreational operators are flying for 
pleasure, or for photography and filming.

» Most recreational operators fly at least two to 

three times each month.

2%

22%

37%

20%

19%

Approximately how often do you fly your drone?

Daily

Once or twice a week

Two to three times each month

Once a month

Less often than once a month
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71%

16%

6%

2%

1%

4%

How many drones do you own?

1 2 3 4 5 More than 5

1% 8%

14%

48%

29%

What was the approximate purchase cost of the 
highest value drone you own ?

$0-$100 $100-$500

$500-$1000 $100-$2000

More than $2000

» Recreational operators typically own one 
drone, with a purchase value of $1000-$2000.

» They do most of their flying at home in their 

backyards, or at beaches and parks.
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14%

30%54%

2%

Nature of operations 

I offer commercial drone services

I offer commercial drone services, but it’s not the 
core of my business

We use drones as part of our business or
organisation's activities

I am a drone manufacturer or retailer

579
commercial operators responded to the survey.

These are both commercial service providers, those 
using drones as part of their wider business 
activities and drone manufacturers and retailers.
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3.54%

27.43%

6.90%

6.55%

1.24%

3.54%

1.59%

3.89%

9.03%

2.30%

2.83%

1.95%

1.06%

16.81%

6.73%

1.77%

2.83%

Northland

Auckland

Waikato

Bay of Plenty

Gisborne

Hawkes Bay

Taranaki

Manawatu and Whanganui

Wellington

Tasman

Nelson

Marlborough

West Coast

Canterbury

Otago

Southland

Primary location outside of New Zealand

Primary location of respondent's business or organisation

» Auckland (27.43%) and Canterbury 
(16.81%) are the regions with the  largest 

number of commercial operators. 

» Auckland (29.95%) and Canterbury 
(17.99%) are also the regions where the 
largest number of commercial flights are 

undertaken.
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3.41%

25.95%

7.77%

7.58%

1.14%

3.79%

1.70%

3.98%

9.09%

2.46%

2.84%

1.89%

1.14%

17.99%

7.77%

1.52%

Northland

Auckland

Waikato

Bay of Plenty

Gisborne

Hawkes Bay

Taranaki

Manawatu and Whanganui

Wellington

Tasman

Nelson

Marlborough

West Coast

Canterbury

Otago

Southland

Location where business undertakes most flying 
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77.56%

49.12%

15.02%

2.12%

6.01%

8.30%

1.59%

8.13%

Photography and filming

Aerial surveying, mapping and/or inspection

Supporting agriculture and farming

Fishing

Search and rescue

Supporting an emergency response

My business or organisation offers drone
related services, but we don't fly

Other

Purposes of business' or organisation's flying

37.57%

39.86%

19.22%

28.75%

22.93%

7.23%

15.87%

27.51%

22.93%

15.34%

8.99%

22.22%

12.35%

3.53%

17.81%

Construction

Real estate

Tourism

Film and television

Events

Training

Weddings

Surveying

Agriculture

Infrastructure providers

Emergency services

Local government

Government

Military

Other

Industries and sectors organisations operate in and 
provide services to

» Photography and filming (77.56%) is the 
most common purpose for flying, 

followed by aerial surveying and mapping 
(49.12%).

» Real estate (39.86%) and construction 
(37.57%) were the two industries  

operators most commonly provide 
services to.
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19%

51%

27%

2%

1%

Over the next 12 months, do you expect 
to see any change in your drone use or 

demand for your drone services?

A strong increase

An increase

Demand/ use will stay the same

A decrease

A strong decrease

1%
18%

8%

27%

20%

9%

12%

5%

Which areas would you grow your business 
into in the future?

Parcel deliveries Survey work

Search and rescue Photography/ filmography

Surveying/inspections Incident investigations

Agriculture Other

Key insights 

» Average turnover for drone activities is $108,000 p.a. Although, 

there is a big range from $1,000 up to $1,000,000 p.a. 

» 70% of businesses and organisations are expecting their drone use 

or demand for services to increase over the next year.

» 53% of respondents expect their drone related turnover to 

increase next year, by an average of 38% ($20,000 p.a.).

» Photography/ filmography (61%) and survey/inspection work 

(46%) are the industries businesses and organisations believe they 

are most likely to expand into.

» On average, businesses and organisations have four staff involved 

in drone activity. 

» One third of businesses and organisations are expecting to hire 

more staff over the next 12 months. The average number of new 

hires is four.

» 36% of respondents expect their drone related R&D to increase 

next year, by an average of 44% ($12,000 p.a.).
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S A F E T Y
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According to Civil Aviation rules, do your drone 
operations fall under rule Part 101 or rule Part 
102?

79%

10%

10%
1%

All respondents

I'm a Part 101 operator

I'm a Part 102 operator

I don't know which rule part my operations come
under

I'm a business or organisation that provides drone
services that don't involve flying

Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

» 79% of respondents operate under CAA 
rule part 101.

» 10% of operators were not aware which 

rule part their operations come under.

» Recreational operators were more likely 
to be unaware of the rule part they are 
operating under.

73.41%

22.22%

3.10%

1.28%

82.20%

2.01%

15.17%

0%

I'm a Part 101 operator

I'm a Part 102 operator

I don't know which Rule Part my
operations come under

I'm a business or organisation that
provides drone services that don't

involve flying

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators
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How easy would you say it is to understand the 
rules for the area you want to operate in when you 
are planning a flight?

28%

36%

20%

12%

3%1%

All respondents 

Very easy Easy Neutral

Somewhat difficult Very difficult Not applicable

Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

30.02%

41.05%

17.54%

10.13%

1.08%

0%

26.66%

32.82%

21.92%

13.86%

3.32%

1.42%

Very easy

Easy

Neutral

Somewhat difficult

Very difficult

N/A

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators» The majority of respondents reported 
that regulations or rules are easy or very 

easy to understand.

» 15% of respondents indicated some level 
of difficulty in interpreting the rules.

» Commercial operators indicated a greater 
level of ease in interpreting rules while 

recreational operators were more likely to 
say rules are either difficult, or very 
difficult to understand.
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

60%

37%

1%1%1%

All respondents 

I always ensure strict compliance

I attempt to ensure compliance where possible

I’m not concerned about strict compliance

I’m not aware of the Civil Aviation rules and regulations

Not applicable

What is your approach to aviation safety and 
Civil Aviation rules and regulations for operating 
your drone?

72.92%

25.27%

1.08%

0%

0.72%

51.42%

45.51%

1.77%

0.83%

0.47%

I always ensure strict compliance

I attempt to ensure compliance where
possible

I’m not concerned about strict 
compliance

I’m not aware of the Civil Aviation 
rules and regulations

Not applicable

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators

» 60% of operators report always ensuring strict 
compliance with Civil Aviation rules and 

regulations, while 37% attempt to comply where 
possible.

» Commercial operators reported stricter levels of 
compliance. 72% state they always ensure strict 

compliance, compared to 51% of recreational 
operators.
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

What is your approach to seeking land owner 
approvals for a flight?

41%

26%

25%

4% 1%3%

All respondents 

I always ensure I have the appropriate land owner approvals

I seek the land owner approval where possible

I seek land owner approval unless I’m flying in a public place like a beach 
or park
I don’t usually seek land owner approval

I didn’t know I needed land owner approval for the area I'm flying in

59.13%

27.31%

9.58%

2.35%

0%

1.45%

30.04%

25.21%

34.39%

5.06%

1.65%

3.65%

I always ensure I have the
appropriate land owner approvals

I seek the land owner approval
where possible

I seek land owner approval unless 
I’m flying in a public place like a 

beach or park

I don’t usually seek land owner 
approval

I didn’t know I needed land owner 
approval for the area I'm flying in

Not applicable

Commercial vs Recreational operators

Commercial operators Recreational operators
» Levels of compliance with land owner approval 

requirements are lower than compliance with 

Civil Aviation rules and regulations. 41% of 
respondents reported always ensuring they had 
the appropriate land owner approvals.

» Commercial operators were more likely to 

report always ensuring they had correct land 
owner approvals.

» 4% of respondents reported never seeking land 
owner approvals.
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

Commercial operators were asked how well they think the 
current rules and regulations support the growth of the 
drone industry in New Zealand and their ability to do 
business.

44%

43%

13%

Commercial operators 

They support growth and/or my ability to do business

They support growth and/ or my ability to do business, but some aspects
of the rules need to change

They restrict industry growth and/ or my ability to do business

» 43% believe some aspect of the flight rules and 
regulations need to change to better support their 

businesses and industry growth.
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

Respondents were asked to provide feedback on 
aspects or rules and regulations that needed to 
change to better support industry growth.  

» Stricter enforcement of operating rules and penalties for non-compliance is needed.

» A simpler process for gaining land owner approval is needed.

» Beyond visual line of site operations need to be allowed.

» The process for gaining air traffic control clearance should be quicker and simpler.

» The process for gaining a Part 102 certification needs to be more straightforward.

» Licensing should be mandatory for operators.

Key themes identified were:
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

Respondents were asked to provide feedback on 
aspects or rules and regulations that needed to 
change to better support industry growth.  

“Part 102 is very hard to 
understand and needs to 
be streamlined.”

“Getting landowner 
approval can be next to 
impossible sometimes and 
there should be an easier 
way.”

“The only way for the 
drone industry to grow 
is with beyond visual 
line of sight operations 
and above 400ft.”

“It needs to be easier 
and quicker to log 
flights and get the 
approvals needed.

“Qualified operators 
should have more 
freedom to fly over 
land without 
approvals.”

Red

“Reduce the cost and 
quirkiness of 
obtaining Part 102.” 

“There needs to be 
more enforcement and 
penalties for non-compliance.”“Compliance policing 

needs to take place.”

“Drone pilots should 
have a license, like a car. 
As long as you have it 
you can use it obeying 

the laws.”
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

Should there be mandatory registration for 
drone operators?

59%

28%

13%

All respondents 

Yes No I don't know

» 59% of operators agreed that there 
should be mandatory registration for 

drone operators. 

» Commercial operators were more 
likely to agree, with 71% answering 
yes compared to 51% of recreational 

operators.

71.09%

17.68%

11.23%

51.43%

35.36%

13.21%

Yes

No

I don't know

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

Should there be some form of mandatory 
training before a person is able to operate a 
drone?

59%

28%

13%

All respondents 

Yes No I don't know

» 59% of operators agreed that there 
should be mandatory training for drone 

operators.

» Commercial operators were more likely 
to agree with 63% answering yes, 
compared to 41% of recreational 

operators.

63.90%

27.07%

9.02%

41.07%

48.10%

10.83%

Yes

No

I don't know

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators
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Awareness and attitudes towards Civil Aviation rules and regulations 

Which safety features do you use in your 
operations?

1%

41%

2%27%

21%

7% 1%

All respondents 

None
Return to home functions
Safety parachute
Visual spotters for manned aircraft or other hazards
On-board geo-fencing
Other
NA

1.29%

89.89%

7.35%

72.43%

45.59%

1.29%

19.30%

4.04%

87.05%

1.90%

48.10%

44.77%

1.07%

15.85%

None

Return to home functions

Safety parachute

Visual spotters for manned aircraft or
other hazards

On-board geo-fencing

N/A

Other

Commercial vs recreational operators

Commercial operators Recreational operators
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» Return to home functions are the most 
commonly used safety functions, 

followed by visual spotters for manned 
aircraft and other hazards.

» A small number of operators use no 
safety functions at all.

» The safety features most commonly 

listed in the ‘other’ category by 
respondents were on-board object 
avoidance sensors, and GPS systems.
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Use of flight planning tools and processes 

What planning tools do you use in your operations?

0%
21%

21%

18%

6%

13%

17%

4%

0%

All respondents 

None
Online weather forecasts
Airshare maps
Airshare My Flights
Aeronautical publications
Local council information
CAA rules - online or in print

1.30%

84.17%

83.61%

71.32%

24.02%

52.51%

70.76%

1.49%

16.76%

6.85%

67.31%

71.88%

34.62%

8.65%

48.80%

48.80%

1.20%

9.01%

None

Online weather forecasts

Airshare maps

Aishare My Flights

Aeronautical publications

Local council information

CAA rules (online or print)

Not applicable

Other

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators
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How do you obtain the authorisations you 
need to conduct your drone operations? 

2%

22%

22%

12%

12%

20%

10%

All respondents 

I do not seek authorisations

I operate in areas that do not require authorisations

I use Airshare

I use local council processes

I phone Air Traffic Control

I ask private landowners

I ask uncontrolled aerodromes/restricted airspace authorities

0.75%

47.01%

81.34%

48.88%

61.19%

79.10%

54.10%

7.67%

75.66%

50.48%

24.70%

15.83%

46.04%

10.79%

I do not seek authorisations

I operate in areas that do not require
authorisations

I use Airshare

I use local council processes

I phone Air Traffic Control

I ask private landowners

I ask uncontrolled aerodromes/restricted
airspace authorities

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Recreational operators Commercial operators
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Use of flight planning tools and processes 
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Using current systems, how would you 
rate the ease of seeking approvals/ 
authorisations to conduct your drone 
operations? 

10%

26%

26%

23%

6%

9%

All respondents 

Very easy Easy

Neutral Somewhat difficult

Very difficult N/A

12.17%

34.79%

24.71%

21.86%

3.23%

3.32%

8.03%

20.39%

27.50%

23.29%

8.42%

12.37%

Very easy

Easy

Neutral

Somewhat difficult

Very difficult

N/A

Commercial vs recreational operators 

Commercial operators Recreational operators

» 36% of respondents found the current 
approvals process, easy or very easy to 

use.

» 29% of respondents reported some 
degree of difficulty in using the current 
approval processes.

» Recreational operators reported more 

difficulty in using the current approvals 
processes.
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